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    	Lights		Linear
	Triple-R
	Sentinel
	ST/T Evolution
	RP Series
	Carbon Series
	Utility Series





	
Lazer Lamps products display an unrivalled quality both in their lighting performance and reliability which is a result of exceptional design, our uncompromising approach to component selection, and superior build quality borne out of our in-house UK manufacturing. Aside from our comprehensive range of road-legal and off-road only LED driving lights, out lighting product range also boasts world-class motorsport lighting solutions, and medium to heavy-duty LED work lamps for commercial and industrial applications.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Lights]


Featuring a low profile design the LINEAR range of products deliver incredible lighting performance at odds with the diminutive proportions of each lamp. Available in Standard and Elite grades, the popularity of the range is testimony to the ease of fitment, high-end contemporary styling, and perfectly tuned beam pattern for everyday road and off-road use. With sizes up to 50", the Linear range is also well suited to roof mounting, where the smooth aero design virtually eliminates all wind noise.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Linear]


The TRIPLE-R range is borne out of development and testing done at the very highest levels of professional motorsport, and in the Elite grade sets a new benchmark in long-range auxiliary LED driving lights. Hugely popular across all vehicle types, products with integrated white/amber position light function add to the Triple-R's appeal, while groundbreaking innovations such as 'Intelligent Low Beam Assist', 'Smartview', and 'E-Boost' technologies reinforce the market-leading status of the products.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Triple-R]



SENTINEL applies Lazer Lamps’ superior product design and manufacturing capabilities to a round lamp design. Exceptional lighting performance optimised to everyday road and off-road use, is core to the products appeal, alongside styling to befit any modern-day passenger car, 4x4, light commercial vehicle or truck. Initially available in 7'' or 9'' size, the range incorporates Standard and Elite grade lamps, alongside versions optimised for heavy truck installs.
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The ST EVOLUTION range of ECE approved road legal driving lights, and T EVOLUTION range of off-road light bars utilise the latest and most advanced LED technology and electrical design to deliver superior levels of light output. This light is delivered in a ‘Drive’ beam pattern providing enviable range and spread of light, especially well suited to rural road and off-road use. The seamless, contemporary design of the lights enhances the styling of today's modern vehicles.

[image: Lazer Lamps - ST / T Evolution]


A new addition to the Lazer Lamps’ product range in 2023, the RP (Race Pod) Series comprises ‘off-road’ LED lights with a Flood, Spot and Hyperspot beam pattern. These lights are built tough and well matched to even the harshest terrains and conditions.

[image: Triple-R Lights - RP Series]


A world first for LED technology, the CARBON SERIES sets a new standard in auxiliary driving lights for the motorsport sector. Through ground-breaking advances in material design and engineering, the Carbon Series stands apart from all other lighting solutions. With products produced with either a full carbon-fibre housing, or with 3D print material, the Carbon Series provides for an ultra-lightweight construction, and a power/weight ratio never seen before in automotive lighting.
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The UTILITY SERIES is a range of high performance LED work lamps and accessories, which combine the latest and most advanced LED systems with patent-pending design features to maximise light output, functionality, and reliability. High density LEDs provide more light at a carefully selected colour temperature to maximise definition and reduce fatigue during prolonged use. A super-tough construction, unbreakable polycarbonate lens, and comprehensive certifications and testing, ensures these are products built to last.
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Recognising that the quality of the installation can be as important as the quality of the driving lights themselves, at Lazer Lamps we work as hard on our pre-defined vehicle mounting solutions. Including bespoke grille integration kits which are developed to accentuate the high-end styling of modern pick-up trucks and light commercial vehicles, the quality of our vehicle integration kits are representative of the Lazer brand in general, and have a true OE quality look and finish.
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Recognising the popularity of the Ford brand we've a comprehensive range of bespoke lighting solutions for the RANGER and RANGER RAPTOR, as well as covering the extensive range of light commercial vehicles including: TRANSIT COURIER, TRANSIT CONNECT, TRANSIT CUSTOM, and TRANSIT.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Ford]


Borne out of our long-standing relationship with Isuzu UK, we're pleased to offer a growing number of pre-defined lighting solutions, tailored for the D-MAX, and which satisfy both on-road and off-road applications, and the lighting preferences that come with each.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Isuzu D-Max]


There's a lot of synergy between the Lazer Lamps and Land Rover brands; a strong British heritage, and a reputation for superior build quality and reliability. Through our bespoke vehicle integration kits available across DISCOVERY 4, DISCOVERY 5, and DEFENDER (pre-2016 and 2020+), we cover the Land Rover portfolio with performance lighting solutions that look as good during the day as they do at night.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Land Rover]


German design meets British engineering with our bespoke grille integration kits for the X-CLASS, VITO, and SPRINTER. Alongside pre-defined roof mounting options for the X-Class, our Mercedes solutions meet every expectation in delivering lighting performance that needs to be seen to be believed.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Mercedes]


Our Mitsubishi solutions include predefined road-legal, and off-road only, lighting solutions for both Series 5 and Series 6 versions of the ever popular L200 pick-up truck. Predominantly incorporating our Linear range of high performance LED driving lights, our L200 installs possess an understated quality about them, at least until the sun goes down.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Mitsubishi]


Lazer Lamps history with Nissan runs deep, not least having supplied auxiliary driving lights for their NAVARA Trek-1 special edition pick-up. Our recommended solutions for the Navara now mainly utilise the Linear range of high performance lights, with the Nissan options completed with a bespoke Triple-R 750 grille integration kit for the PATROL Y62.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Nissan]


RAM is a brand that stands for strength, power and capability in the pickup world. Lazer offers Grille Integration kits for the RAM 1500, boasting outstanding performance, technology, safety, and head-turning style.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Ram]


Amongst the later arrivals to our comprehensive range of bespoke vehicle solutions for the most popular light commercial vehicles, our MASTER and TRAFIC auxiliary LED driving light grille integration kits utilise the hugely popular Triple-R 750. Fitting flush mount into the front grille of each vehicle, prepare to be impressed.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Renault]


Nothing says longevity and reliability like the HILUX, RAV4 and LANDCRUISER, and the same is true of our bespoke grille integration kits. Exceptional design, superior performance, and a build quality to ensure years of trouble-free use. The range is supplemented with pre-defined roof mount solutions.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Toyota]


As an approved supplier to VW Group you can be reassured of the quality and performance of our products. Our range includes a comprehensive assortment of bespoke grille integration kits for the AMAROK, TRANSPORTER 5.1, 6, and 6.1, CRAFTER and CADDY. When it comes to VW Commercial Vehicles, we've got you covered.

[image: Lazer Lamps - VW]


Recognising the popularity of the brand in key markets, we're pleased to start offering a range of bespoke integration kits, and universal fit options, defined for Volvo vehicles. To kick things off, our hugely popular Linear-42 slimline light bar, fully ECE approved, and delivering unbelievable levels of light output for your XC90, without compromising the sleek lines and elegant styling of the car itself. Watch this space for more install options across this and other models coming soon.
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For an OE quality, auxiliary spotlight installation, the Lazer Grille Integration Kits include bespoke mounting brackets which allow for quick and easy fitting of Lazer High Performance LED Spotlights within the front grille of the most popular road cars, pick-up trucks, and light commercial vehicles.

Kits available: Citroen Dispatch, Fiat Ducato, Ineos Grenadier, Iveco Daily, MAN TGE, Peugeot Expert, Subaru Outback and Vauxhall/Opel Vivaro.
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At the heart of the Lazer Lamps brand from the very beginning, we constantly evolve our motorsport lighting solutions to keep pace with the very latest advancements in both electronic and material technologies, to deliver competitive advantage to all competitors from the very top levels of track, rally, and off-road motorsport.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Motorsport]


A world first for LED technology, the CARBON SERIES sets a new standard in auxiliary driving lights for the motorsport sector. Through ground-breaking advances in material design and engineering, the Carbon Series stands apart from all other lighting solutions. With products produced with either a full carbon-fibre housing, or with 3D print material, the Carbon Series provides for an ultra-lightweight construction, and a power/weight ratio never seen before in automotive lighting.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Carbon Series]


With a strong motorsport heritage, Lazer Lamps offers a range of RALLY PODS designed specifically for the exacting requirements of amateur and professional motorsport. Including ultra-lightweight bonnet and corner pods, constructed from glass and carbon-fibre composite materials, and high performance LED spotlights with a weight to power ratio never before seen in automotive lighting, now is the time to See More, Go Faster, Go Safer.

[image: Lazer Lamps - Rally Pods]



Designed to facilitate, compliment, or enhance the installation and functionality of our lighting solutions across all types of motorsport, a range of accessories including universal lightweight mounting brackets, and clip-on lenses.
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One-Lamp, Two-Lamp and Four-Lamp pre-prepared wiring kits for our Carbon Series products.
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Sign up for News


Get the latest news, updates and developments from Lazer straight to your mailbox, once or twice a month. We promise to never share your details, as stated in our privacy policy.
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